The effect of aging on functional network activation associated with task-switching was examined in 24 young (age ¼25.2 72.73 years) and 23 older adults (age ¼ 65.2 7 2.65 years) using functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). The study goals were to (1) identify a network shared by both young and older adults, (2) identify additional networks in each age group, and (3) examine the relationship between the networks identified and behavioral performance in task-switching. Ordinal Trend Covariance Analysis was used to identify the networks, which takes advantage of increasing activation with greater task demand to isolate the network of regions recruited by task-switching. Two taskrelated networks were found: a shared network that was strongly expressed by both young and older adults and a second network identified in the young data that was residualized from the shared network. Both networks consisted of regions associated with task-switching in previous studies including the middle frontal gyrus, the precentral gyrus, the anterior cingulate, and the superior parietal lobule. Not only was pattern expression of the shared network associated with reaction time in both age groups, the difference in the pattern expression across task conditions (task-switch minus single-task) was also correlated with the difference in RT across task conditions. On the contrary, expression of the young-residual network showed a large age effect such that older adults do not increase expression of the network with greater task demand as young adults do and correlation between expression and accuracy was significant only for young adults. Thus, while a network related to RT is preserved in older adults, a different network related to accuracy is disrupted.
Introduction
Aging is associated with decline in behavioral performance (Salthouse, 1996; Verhaeghen & Cerella, 2002) as well as altered neural activation (Eyler, Sherzai, Kaup, & Jeste, 2011; Rajah & D'Esposito, 2005) , but how behavior relates to changes in neural activation in studies of aging is still unclear despite the vast number of investigations published (Eyler, et al., 2011) . Understanding how aging effects on behavior relate to changes in neural activation may play a crucial role in devising preventive as well as corrective interventions for age-related decline (Lustig, Shah, Seidler, & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009 ). Given that a major cognitive change associated with aging is cognitive control (Drag & Bieliauskas, 2009), we selected a task designed by Koechlin, Ody, and Kouneiher (2003) that manipulates levels of cognitive control and has been shown to activate increasingly rostral regions of the lateral prefrontal cortex. Of the manipulations in Koechlin et al.'s task, we chose the contextual manipulation because it was the highest manipulation level that elderly participants were able to perform based on the results from a previous behavioral study (Rakitin & Stern, in preparation) . The current study uses functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to investigate the relationship between activation of brain regions and task performance in both young and elderly adults.
According to Koechlin et al. (2003) , the contextual manipulation examines neuronal changes in response to selecting the appropriate stimulus-response associations cued by the contextual signal, which is the color of the stimuli. One color cued for upper/lower-case discrimination while a second color cued for vowel/consonant discrimination. Thus, the two contextual conditions consisted of single-task, in which only one color cue was used to signal one of the stimulus-response pairs, and of dualtask, in which two color cues were used to signal the two different stimulus-response pairs, placing task-switching demands on the participant. Task-switching involves switching between two or more tasks, which hinders task execution relative to performing each task alone (Rogers & Monsell, 1995) . The performance decrement due to switching between tasks is categorized into local and global switch costs. Local switch cost compares reaction time (RT) for switch trials (trials in which the task is changed 
